Cure and protect concrete with the COLOR-CRETE CURE AND SEAL line of products. Designed with high-solids formulas, they provide efficient moisture retention, strength gain, and protection from liquids and weathering for all newly placed concrete. And, all formulas assure resistance to yellowing from ultra-violet light exposure. The original formula is clear, which can be factory-colored to one of 35 standard Increte colors or can be custom colored to match a surrounding area and architecture. Solvent-based formulas can also be tinted at the jobsite using any of Increte’s Universal Color Packs available in 33 standard colors. *See color charts at www.increte.com.

COLOR-CRETE CURE AND SEAL is available in three formulations. COLOR-CRETE CURE WB is water based and is appropriate for interior applications or where low-odor is preferred. Two solvent-based formulas are available with the VOC version designed expressly for compliance in states with strict VOC regulations. When dry, all formulas appear glossy, and the solvent-based formulas will darken concrete, masonry, and pavers giving those surfaces a “wet look.” Maintain and enhance your decorative concrete with these easy-to-apply, topical curing and sealing compounds.

Please check specific Technical Data Sheets for additional information on each product.

**APPLICATIONS**
- Integrally colored concrete
- Interior and exterior concrete surfaces
- Stamped and other decorative concrete
- Exposed aggregate
- Walls and columns
- Dry Shake floors
- VOC-restricted states

**PRODUCT SUPPORT**
- Specification assistance
- CAD details
- Design consultation
- Color selection assistance
- R&D laboratories
- Applied samples
- Engineered-systems approach
COLOR-CRETE CURE AND SEAL

COLOR COMBINATIONS
Available in 35 integral colors plus custom colors available upon request.

- Austin Buff
- San Jose Buff
- Cocoa
- Autumn Brown
- Terra Cotta
- Desert Tan
- Sand Buff
- Maplewood
- Saltillo
- Redwood
- Yuma Gold
- Sombra
- Cherokee Red
- Toluca
- Brick Red
- Tahoe Red
- Tierra
- Charcoal
- Cordova
- Sedona
- Dark Gray
- Pueblo
- Navajo
- Euro Gray
- Pewter
- Silver Gray
- Euro Slate
- Powder
- Sun Buff

NOTE: The printed color chart is for reference purposes only. Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors from actual test samples.
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